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For since the kernel of q is M, the kernel of q' is M n N' = {0} and
therefore q1 is injective. On the other hand, if x is any element of N, there
exist y e M and z e N' such that x = y 4- z, so that q(z) = q(x) = x, because
q(y) = 0. Hence q' is surjective.
4. BASES. DIMENSION AND CODIMENSION
(A.4.1) A family COa6l of vectors in a vector space E is said to bsfree,
and the xx are said to be linearly independent, if for each finite subset H of
I the relation £ Aa :ca = 0 implies that Aa = 0 for all a e H. It follows that
aeH
xx 7* 0 for all a e I, and xfl ^ xx if /? ^ a (otherwise we should have
1 '*« + (—!).*> = 0). The subspaces K;ca are therefore "rays" isomorphic
to K, and the linear independence of the xa may be expressed by saying
that the xa are all nonzero and the sum of the rays Kxx is direct.
(A.4.2)    The family OOa61 is free if and only if, for each ael, the vector
does not belong to the subspace generated by the xq with ft ^ a.
This follows from the remark above and (A.3.3).
(A.4.3) Let u : E -» F be a linear mapping, and let (ya)ae i be a free family of
elements ofu(E). For each a e I, let xx e E be such that u(Xa) = ya. Then the
family OOaei is free, and the sum 0/ker(w) and £ IGca is direct.
ael
Suppose that, for some finite subset H of I, we have a relation of the form
£ Aaxa + y = 0, where y e ker(w). It follows that  £ Aaw(^ca) = 0, because
aeH	aeH
u(y) = 0. Since the family (w(^:a))a e H is free, we deduce that Aa = 0 for all a,
and hence that 7 = 0. Q.E.D.
(A.4.4)   A family (ia)a 61 of vectors in E is said to be a basis of E if it is free
and generates E; or, equivalently, if the sum ]T Kbx is direct and equal to E;
ael
or, equivalently again, if for each x e E there exists a unique finite family of
scalars (^a)aeH such that H <= I and Aa ^0 for all aeH, and x = ^Axba.
aeH
Every free family OOaei *s therefore a basis of the vector subspace
<r-""t    ^ _
ael

